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Thanksgiving
November 17, 2019
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812 N Jackson St

Caroline Shaw
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Subscription to the 2019-20 Season!

Please fill in the boxes with your desired subscription tickets

# of seats

Preferred
Value

September 7, 2019

Thanksgiving
November 17, 2019

the Avant-Garden of Love
February 13, 2020

*Special Couple's Upgrade
(purchase 2 tickets to 2/14 and check the box)

Spaghetti Western
May 22, 2020

Why wait? Make a gift to us, too!
add the dotted boxes above together for your grand total

How would you like your tickets?

add # seats together
x $45
x $22

= $

total concert series cost
Preferred
Value

Add # seats together
Preferred Single Tickets $45
Value (Gen. Adm.) Single Tickets $22
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